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LINE-1-like retrotransposons
contribute to RNA-based gene
duplication in dicots
Zhenglin Zhu1,*, Shengjun Tan2,*, Yaqiong Zhang2 & Yong E. Zhang2,3
RNA-based duplicated genes or functional retrocopies (retrogenes) are known to drive phenotypic
evolution. Retrogenes emerge via retroposition, which is mainly mediated by long interspersed
nuclear element 1 (LINE-1 or L1) retrotransposons in mammals. By contrast, long terminal repeat (LTR)
retrotransposons appear to be the major player in plants, although an L1-like mechanism has also
been hypothesized to be involved in retroposition. We tested this hypothesis by searching for young
retrocopies, as these still retain the sequence features associated with the underlying retroposition
mechanism. Specifically, we identified polymorphic retrocopies (retroCNVs) by analyzing public
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) resequencing data. Furthermore, we searched for recently originated
retrocopies encoded by the reference genome of Arabidopsis and Manihot esculenta. Across these two
datasets, we found cases with L1-like hallmarks, namely, the expected target site sequence, a polyA
tail and target site duplications. Such data suggest that an L1-like mechanism could operate in plants,
especially dicots.
Rapidly accumulating evidence demonstrates that new genes play diverse functional roles and serve as a major
driver of phenotypic evolution1. One important mechanism to create these lineage- or species-specific genes is
RNA-based duplication or retroposition1, in which an mRNA template is reverse transcribed by retrotransposons
and subsequently reinserted into the genome as a functional retrocopy or retrogene2. The identification of retrogenes is straightforward given the hallmark of intron loss relative to the parental copies. Moreover, because of the
loss of most of the preexisting regulatory sequences, retrogenes are predicted to be subject to neofunctionalization, i.e., to play a different function compared to their parental genes3. Thus, retrogenes have been an attractive
research target for decades. For example, one of the first reported new genes, jingwei in Drosophila, is a retrogene4. In plants, genome-wide surveys performed by others and ourselves have identified numerous retrogenes in
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), rice, and so on5–7. Although the majority of these retrogenes are functionally
uncharacterized, Sun is known to underlie morphological variation of the tomato fruit8, while CYP98A8 and
CYP98A9 are involved in pollen development in Arabidopsis9.
Retrotransposons provide the enzymatic machinery for retroposition and can be divided into various orders,
including long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, among
others10. LINEs are more abundant in animals, whereas LTR retrotransposons are dominant in plants10. LINE-1
or L1 appears to be the exclusive driver of retroposition in mammals2,11. A typical L1-mediated insertion is
accompanied with sequence features such as a target site (TTAAAA), target site duplication (TSD) and a 3′ polyA
tail2,12,13. Notably, a nick is created between “TT” and “AAAA” during the retroposition, and the later was further
used to prime the reverse transcription of mRNA. So, “AAAA” is also duplicated in this aspect. As a conventional
terminology, “AAAA” is generally treated as a part of the polyA tail rather than TSD2. However, these three
features are not always all present. For example, L1-mediated tailless retrocopies are found in therian genomes,
where the polyA tail is absent but the target site and TSD are still present14. In contrast, in plants, retrogenes are
mostly flanked by LTR retrotransposons, including the aforementioned Sun locus in tomato8, Bs1 in maize15,16
and a dozen retrogenes in rice5, suggesting that retroposition in these species is mainly mediated by LTR retrotransposons. Interestingly, although not as abundant as in mammals, plant genomes are known to encode
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Table 1. RetroCNVs in Arabidopsis. “PG” means the parental gene from which the retroCNV is derived.
Since parental gene could encode multiple isoforms, only one transcript model (“0.1” or “0.2”) with the highest
sequence similarity to the retroCNV is listed. “AS” denotes the accession in which the retroCNV is assembled,
while “N” denotes the number of accessions in which the retroCNV is present. In the columns entitled “E-E”
(reads mapped to exon-exon junctions), “E-I” (reads mapped to exon-intron junctions) or “I-E” (reads mapped
to intron-exon junctions), the numbers refer to the total count of reads mapped to the corresponding junctions.
“IS” is the coordinate of the insertion site with “+ /− ” showing the orientation of the retroCNV relative to the
sense strand of the inserted chromosome (Chr). “Flank” shows the retrotransposons in the 5′ /3′ flanking region
of the retroCNV. Only the retroCNV derived from AT3G08580.2 is flanked by LTR retrotransposon at both
sides whereas no recognizable retrotransposon is associated with the other three cases. The next three columns
“PolyA”, “TSD” and “TTAAAA” list whether there is polyA, TSD or TTAAAA-like sequences in the flanking
region, respectively. Given these sequence features, the mechanism is inferred in the last column.

L1-clade LINEs17, and thus, L1 retrotransposons are hypothesized to drive retroposition in plants due to the
relaxed recognition of template RNAs18. In the present study, we provide evidence that L1-like retrotransposons
mediate the creation of retrocopies in plants, especially dicots.

Results

To investigate the mechanism of retroposition in plants, we focused on the model species, Arabidopsis, due to
the following two reasons: 1) the reference genome encodes up to 251 retrogenes7; 2) although Arabidopsis consists of more LTR retrotransposons than LINEs19, no retrogenes were reported to be flanked by LTR retrotransposons20, suggesting that LINE-mediated retroposition could occur. Because the sequence features associated
with retroposition (e.g., polyA tail or flanking LTRs) rapidly degenerate due to the accumulation of secondary
mutations2, we focused on young retrocopies. Specifically, we took advantage of the next-generation sequencing
data for 18 Arabidopsis accessions21 and searched for polymorphic retrocopies or retro-copy-number-variants
(retroCNVs), followed by targeted local de novo assembly (see the Materials and Methods section). We were able
to assemble the full-length sequences and corresponding flanking regions of four retroCNVs (Table 1), whose
population frequencies ranged from 1/18 to 14/18 (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 and Fig. S1A–D). On the basis
of the assembled sequences, we validated all four retroCNVs and flanking sequences with PCR (Supplementary
Fig. S1E,F). These retroCNVs are located on different chromosomes from their parental genes (Table 1), which is
consistent with the between-chromosome duplication preference of retroposition22 but stands in contrast to the
within-chromosome bias of DNA-level duplication23.
We then examined the sequence features associated with the four retroCNVs to identify the underlying retroposition mechanism. We found one retroCNV (RC_AT3G08580.2, retroCNV derived from AT3G08580.2)
flanked by two ATRAN-type LTR retrotransposon segments, suggesting an LTR retrotransposon-mediated mechanism (Supplementary Fig. S2). Interestingly, this retroCNV encodes one intron inherited from its parental gene
(Supplementary Fig. S2C), which is consistent with pervasive intron retention events in plants due to alternative
splicing24,25. In contrast, no LTR retrotransposons were associated with the other three retroCNVs. Specifically,
RC_AT5G58720.1 has features similar to those of retrogenes created by L1s (Fig. 1A and Supplementary Fig. S3):
a candidate 10-bp polyA tail, a potential 17-bp TSD (identity of 61%, BLAST E =  0.45) and a possible target site
“AAAAAA”, which is similar to the canonical “TTAAAA” motif. These data are consistent with the swift degeneration of flanking sequences after retroposition2,26. Since its putative TSD is too variable, we inferred that this site is
possibly not a real TSD but rather encoded by the reference genome or accessions not encoding the retroCNV. In
order to test this possibility, we downloaded all the assembled sequences of the 18 accessions, and investigated the
insertion site in the accessions with RC_AT5G58720.1 genotyped as absent. We only found a single TSD (3′ TSD)
rather than 5′ TSD and polyA at the insert site across the reference genome and 15 accessions with this retroCNV
genotyped as absent (Supplementary Fig. S4A). Such a result suggests that RC_AT5G58720.1 is mediated by the
L1-like mechanism.
RC_AT3G06040.1 has analogous features as RC_AT5G58720.1, but the polyA tail is short (4 bp) with an
A-to-T substitution and a 33-bp TSD shows only 46% identity (E =  0.15, Supplementary Fig. S5). More than that,
different from RC_AT5G58720.1, both the TSDs and polyA tail can be found across the reference genome and all
accessions with this retroCNV genotyped as absent (Supplementary Fig. S4B). Thus, the inference of underlying
mechanism is impossible. Interestingly, in all the accessions without RC_AT3G06040.1, there is an insertion
around 6 kb between the two “TSDs”, which is replaced by RC_AT3G06040.1 in Can-0. Since the orthologous
region in the closely related species, Arabidopsis lyrata, does not encode either the insertion or the retroCNV
(Supplementary Fig. S6), whether the insertion predates the retroCNV or vice versa is unknown.
Finally, the fourth retroCNV, RC_AT5G51410.2, is peculiar in that the retroposed sequence is inserted into
the reference genome without any L1-like or LTR features (Supplementary Fig. S7). In other words, no polyA tail,
TSD, target motif or LTR retrotransposon remnant exists, suggesting either an additional, previously unknown
mechanism or the rapid degeneration of the aforementioned hallmark sequences.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of three retrocopies. Thick and thin boxes stand for the coding region
and the untranslated region, respectively. The symbol like “H” refers to intron. The exon size is roughly
drawn to scale. The arrow means the transcription direction. The dashed line shows the correspondance of
sequences between the parental gene and the retroCNV. The retroposed segment is marked in purple with
the other in light blue. For the retroCNV, the candidate target site, target site duplication and polyA tail are
marked in orange, green, and red, respectively. Panel (A) shows the retroCNV derived from the parental gene
AT5G58720.1 in Arabidopsis where a partial sequence derived from the last three exons of AT5G58720.1
was retroposed and inserted into Chromosome 4 (Chr 4). Panel (B) shows a retrocopy encoded by the
Arabidopsis reference genome, and Panel (C) shows a retrocopy encoded by the M. esculenta reference genome.
Interestingly, in Panel (B), an insertion of LTR retrotransposon (Copia) occurrs in the middle of the retrocopy,
which is marked in dark yellow.

If Arabidopsis retroCNVs show hallmarks typical of L1-mediated retrogenes, a second type of young retrocopies, i.e., recently evolved retrocopies encoded by the reference genome, may also possibly harbor these
features. By improving on the previous work6,7,20, we identified 10 retrocopies with an overall identity higher than
95% relative to the parental loci (Materials and Methods) including six entries covered in6,7,20 and four novel ones
(Supplementary Table S3). Because all of these retrocopies are shared by at least 17 of the 18 Arabidopsis populations (Supplementary Table S4), they are very likely older than the retroCNVs, and thus the hallmarks associated
with L1s may have already disappeared. Of the 10 retrocopies, we were able to identify the retroposition mechanism for four of them: one is associated with LTR retrotransposons, and the other three exhibit L1-like hallmarks
(Supplementary Table S3). Specifically, R_AT4G31900.1 harbors a 22-bp polyA with only two A-to-G substitutions and a 15-bp TSD with high identity (93%, E =  3 ×  10−5, only one mismatch). Interestingly, a 1.8-kb insertion (LTR element Copia-82_ALY-I) is situated in the middle (Fig. 1B and Supplementary Fig. S8), suggesting a
secondary mutation after the L1-mediated retroposition. Similarly, R_AT1G05890.1 and R_AT4G21660.1 encode
a 6-bp and 15-bp polyA tail, respectively, although no TSD was observed (Supplementary Figs S9 and S10).
The remaining six retrocopies are like the aforementioned RC_AT5G51410.2 where the absence of sequence
hallmarks precludes the inference of the underlying mutational mechanism.
Since the L1 family is widely shared across different plants17, we followed the same strategy used in Arabidopsis to
identify recently derived retrocopies in another dicotyledonous plant, the cassava, Manihot esculenta (M. esculenta).
We chose cassava because it represents another major branch of dicots that diverged from Arabidopsis more than
100 million years ago27. We identified 13 young retrocopies and were able to infer the retroposition mechanism
for seven of these on the basis of sequence features: three retrocopies were created by LTR retrotransposons and
four were associated with L1-like hallmarks (Supplementary Table S5). For example, R_cassava4.1_019865m
harbors a 15-bp polyA tract with an A-to-C substitution, a 13-bp TSD with only 1 mismatch (E =  8 ×  10−5) and
an exact copy of the hexanucleotide target sequence “TTAAAA” (Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. S11).

Discussion

By analyzing polymorphic retrocopies and recently evolved retrocopies encoded by reference genomes, we show
that in addition to LTR retrotransposons, L1-like machinery also contributes to the formation of retrocopies in
dicots. Because L1 retrotransposons are widely shared across dicots and monocots17,18, it would not be surprising
for future work to reveal polymorphic or recently originated retrocopies in monocots with sequence features of
L1-like retroposition. The reason that we prefer the term “L1-like” rather than L1 is due to the complexity of the
sequence features associated with retroCNVs and retrocopies. Specifically, only R_cassava4.1_019865m (Fig. 1C)
fits perfectly with the standard L1-mediated retroposition model in mammals in terms of the polyA tail, TSD and
“TTAAAA” target site2. In contrast, the other cases show deviations from this model, including highly diverged
TSDs, which may be explained by spurious alignments, as suggested by the non-significant BLAST E-value and/or
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Figure 2. The pipeline for the identification and assembly of retroCNVs.

non-standard target site found for RC_AT5G58720.1 (Fig. 1A). Certainly, in these cases, L1-like mechanisms may
still work, especially considering that these deviations can be explained by mutations subsequent to the retroposition. However, at least for RC_AT5G51410.2 (Supplementary Fig. S7), the L1 or L1-like model hardly works.
Even in the relaxed tailless model of L1-mediated retroposition, the TSD and “TTAAAA” remain14, whereas the
polyA tail, TSD and “TTAAAA” are totally absent for RC_AT5G51410.2. Because this retroCNV is present in
only one out of 18 accessions and is thus likely very young (Supplementary Table S1), the absence of all three
features is less likely to be accounted for by secondary mutations. It is plausible to think that the retroposition
of RC_AT5G51410.2 was mediated by an as yet unknown mechanism. Considering all of these complexities,
in-depth experimental work is called for to formally test the functional link between LINE elements and retroposition in plants.
In addition, young retrocopies compiled in this study not only shed light on the underlying retroposition
mechanism, but also contribute to future studies on genetic basis of accessions or species-specific phenotypic
evolution. For 10 retrocopies encoded by the Arabidopsis reference genome, three are under functional constraint
since the ratio between non-synonymous substitution rate and synonymous substitution rate (Ka/Ks) relative to
parental genes is significantly smaller than 0.528 (Supplementary Table S3). These cases warrant further functional
studies.

Methods

Full-length descriptions are provided in the Supplementary Information.

Identification and Assembly of RetroCNVs. By improving a previous retroCNV identification strategy29,30, we identified retroCNVs in Arabidopsis resequencing data21 by aligning reads against exon-exon junction
sequences and inferring the signal of intron loss (Fig. 2). We then extracted reads that mapped to retroCNVs and
performed targeted local de novo assembly to obtain information on flanking regions.
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RetroCNV Genotyping in Arabidopsis Accessions. For each of the four retroCNVs, we mapped
the assembled longest contig back to the reference genome (TAIR10)31,32 and determined the insertion site
(Supplementary Fig. S12). We then searched for reads with higher alignment quality to retroCNVs than to parental genes and for reads that spanned the insertion breakpoints. If both types of reads were found, we conservatively classified the retroCNV as present in the corresponding accession. Otherwise, the retroCNV was classified
as absent.
LTR/LINE Retrotransposon Inference. To infer the presence of LTR or LINE retrotransposons in the
flanking regions of retrocopies, we applied RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) against a customized
library that included annotated plant retrotransposons from Repbase33,34 and TIGR35, as well as retrotransposons
predicted de novo via MGESCan-LTR36 and MGEScan-nonLTR37.
Identification of Newly Evolved Retrocopies in Dicot Reference Genomes.

We implemented
BLAT38 and aligned the mRNAs derived from genes with at least one intron against the reference genomes of
Arabidopsis and cassava (version 4.1)39. We then processed the alignment information and inferred the candidate
retrocopy by retaining consecutive hits (BLAT identity higher than 95%), suggesting an intron loss event.
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